Appendix 1
This appendix contains descriptions of the environmental variables used in this study (Table A1) , maps of presences for all modelled species (Fig. A1) , and an example map of spatial blocks ( Fig. A2 ).
Environmental variables used in this study were tested for correlation using Pearson's correlation coefficient. A lthough s ome v ariables a ppeared t o b e c orrelated ( maximum c orrelation between variables: 0.81), we did not remove variables on the basis of high correlation. We were interested in comparing performance of models fitted to the same data, and not in interpreting causal relationship.
Therefore, high correlation between variables was not a concern to our objective. Figure A1 . Presences of species modelled in this study. For species full names see Table 1 in main text. Figure A2 . Spatial block arrangement for one of the five folds used to divide species data of Eycalyptus pauciflora.
The configurations o f s patial b locks w ere c hosen t o m aximise t he b alance o f p resence versus absence in each fold, hence they were different for each species. R codes for reproducing blocks are provided alongside our data, available from the Dryad Digital Repository. In Fig. A2 , we provide an example of block configuration for one species.
Appendix 2
Additional methods and results
Methods

Log-likelihood
In addition to AUC, we also used log-likelihood as a second metric to validate the performance of external models. Log-likelihood tests aspects of model calibration, which is how closely fitted values of models match observations (Pearce and Ferrier 2000) . The higher the log-likelihood of a model, the closer its fitted values are to the observed values. In our study, log-likelihood is calculated with the equation below, where log-likelihood for a given model is computed as the probability of the observed presence/absence (1/0) records in site i ( + ) given the predicted probability of presence ( + ), summed across all sites.
Because of low overall species prevalence (presence-absence ratio is below 1:10 for even the most recorded species, Here, we did not test for log-likelihood on internal CVs, or test whether we can correctly predict the best external model based on internal CV log-likelihood, because 'biomod2' users rarely use any measures of calibration for CV, so this scenario is likely irrelevant to most 'biomod2' users.
Thinned data analysis
We recognised that the dataset used for our modelling task is large (over 30,000 sites), and possibly not representative of typical modelling scenarios in which data availability can impose a challenge on model performance. For a comprehensive assessment, we reran our analyses by randomly discarding 90% of all records in each internal fold, meaning that models were trained and internally cross-validated with 90% fewer records. We did not reduce data in the external fold as they were not used to calibrate models.
Exploring extrapolations in latitudinal validations
Our latitudinal blocking design allows testing of performance in more distant places, which may better show ability to predict to spatially independent sites (Roberts et al. 2017 ).
However, an additional source of difficulty in predicting to distant areas is model extrapolation, i.e. predicting to environments not represented in the calibration data (Sequeira et al. 2018) . Correlative SDMs such as those used in this study are not designed for such tasks and the way they extrapolate is generally not controlled in an ecologically sensible manner (Elith et al. 2010) . Here, we aimed to understand whether our models were extrapolating in latitudinal prediction tasks.
We used multivariate environmental similarity surface, or MESS, to explore whether extrapolation was required when predicting to southernmost or northernmost folds. For a given site (prediction target) and a given set of reference points (calibration data), MESS calculates how well the site sits within the range of environmental variables covered by the reference points. Then, MESS represents the overall similarity with the value of the most dissimilar variable. For the purpose of exploring extrapolation, we focused on negative MESS values, as they indicate that at least one environmental variable is outside the range represented in the calibration data. The rationale and procedure for calculating MESS are described in Elith et al. 2010 , and R packages 'dismo' (Hijmans et al. 2017) and 'modEVA' (Barbosa A.M et al. 2016 ) were used to calculate MESS in our study. The codes for MESS calculation are provided alongside our data, available from the Dryad Digital Repository.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Log-likelihood
Comparison of model performance with log-likelihood exhibits similar patterns to that with AUC -ensembles outperformed most untuned individual models, but differences in model performance overall is small ( Fig. A3,4 ). Comparing to our AUC results, two differences are noteworthy: 1) CTAs achieved better performance when judged with log-likelihood, especially under latitudinal validation ( Fig. A4 ), suggesting that such models are better at calibration than discrimination. This may be explained by CTAs producing 'stepped' (e.g. 0, 0.125, 0.25…1) rather than continuous predictions -the lowest of such stepped values were 0 in all CTA models, which were correctly predicted to many absence sites. Considering the low prevalence of our test data, this meant that CTAs achieved perfect calibration against many test absences, thus achieving a high overall log-likelihood; but this is an artefact of the low prevalence of the species. 2) Although still achieving high overall performance and highest median log-likelihood ( Fig. A4 ), tuned BRTs had weaker calibration performance on latitudinal validation -judging by mean log-likelihood, they are slightly outperformed by all three ensembles, and, perhaps surprisingly, also by untuned BRTs (Table A5) . This is not observed in any other tests we ran, so it is likely that our tuning parameters were not optimal for best calibrating models in this special case (note that tuned BRTs in the same test still outperformed all others by AUC). Initial investigations into this revealed that untuned BRTs generally predicted lower values than tuned BRTs across all test sites, meaning that untuned BRTs are better calibrated to absences, but worse to presences, thus performing well on our low prevalence test data. We further remark that 'biomod2' default tuning for BRTs appears to behave well for our tests, when measured with log-likelihood -untuned BRTs consistently achieved high log-likelihood, and also matched the performance of Mean and blockWA ensembles under latitudinal validation (but slightly worse than randomWA). 
Thinned data analysis
Thinning training data challenged the performance of models, as we observed reduction in performance scores across tests (e.g. 0.87 vs 0.84 for mean AUC across all species and models on full vs thinned data). Under checkerboard validation, all models performed similarly by AUC (difference within 0.02 unit) except for FDAs and CTAs which performed considerably worse than all other models ( Fig. A5 ). Ensemble models performed best here (albeit only slightly), followed by tuned BRTs, then untuned individual models (Table A6 ). Under latitudinal validation ( Fig. A6 ), ensembles are outperformed by both GLMs and MARSs by ~0.01 AUC unit (Table A7 ). Tuned BRTs also performed as well as GLMs and
MARSs, outperforming all other untuned individual models and ensembles. Consistent with our main results, it appears that ensembles can be outperformed by untuned individual models when predicting to distant areas and measuring with AUC. Furthermore, our tuned BRTs appear to consistently outperform ensembles by AUC when predicting to distant areas but are not necessarily better when predicting to less distant spatial blocks.
When assessed with log-likelihood ( Fig. A7, A8) , ensembles outperformed all untuned models under both validations (except for untuned BRTs, which performed equally as good under latitudinal validation), as well as tuned BRTs (albeit only by 0.01 unit; Table A8 , A9).
Consistent with the full data scenario, untuned BRTs achieved high calibration performance, outperforming tuned BRTs by 0.01 log-likelihood unit under latitudinal validation (Table   A9 ). On the other hand, GAMs were poorly calibrated under latitudinal validation tests ( Fig. A8 and Table A9 ) -this pattern is also observed in the full data case, although less pronounced.
Consistent with our main results, block internal CV results are closer to external results than random internal CVs (Fig. A5, A6 ). However, when training data are thinned, neither internal CV predicted well the top-performing model under external validations (Table A10, A11) .
This is unsurprising, as internal CV training data are also reduced by 90%, so there is less consistency between internal and external validation tasks, making the task of predicting best external model based on internal CVs more challenging. Incorrect best external models are often only marginally worse than the actual best model for most species, although for a few species they are worse by up to 0.1 AUC unit (Table A10 , A11). 
Exploring extrapolations in latitudinal validations
Using MESS, we observed that the tasks of predicting to northernmost or southernmost slices likely only required minor extrapolations. When predicting to the northernmost fold, almost the entire prediction region is within calibration environmental ranges (Fig. A9) . When predicting to the southernmost fold, only a small area is outside calibration environmental ranges (Fig. A10) . Upon further investigation, the most dissimilar variable driving the low MESS value in this area was revealed to be slightly higher rainfall in June, July, and August (variable rjja). Because this area and its environmental novelty are small, we interpreted this result as suggesting that models were not substantially extrapolating when predicting to either latitudinal extreme folds. 
